Finally a filter cartridge

just for spas!
From the combined hot temperatures and high powered propulsion water flow to the intimate bathing environment,
the filtration needs of a spa are very specific and fundamentally different in many ways from pool filtration. Spa and
pool replacement filter cartridges have always been clumped together using the same design and materials for both
environments. As the industry leader in science and innovation, Pleatco set out to research, develop and successfully
create the first premium performance filter cartridge specifically optimized for spas!

Pleatco Advanced Point Bonded Spa Media®

Heavier filtration fabric with
finer fibers just for spas.*
UNLIKE ANY OTHER BONDED FILTRATION MEDIA!
COMPLETELY UNIQUE AND EXCLUSIVE TO PLEATCO.

Provides better flow,
higher dirt holding capacity,
GREATER REPEAT PERFORMANCE.
*Compared to competitive trilobal products.

Why Pleatco?
Pleatco Advanced Filter Cartridges

Pleatco Free Flow Cores®
Engineered ABS for greater flow,
higher efficiency and energy savings

Pleatco’s unique Free Flow Cores
MAXIMIZE filtration performance of the entire
cartridge by delivering optimized water flow
to a greater surface area of the filtration fabric
capturing the most dirt particles while reducing
energy consumption and increasing the filter
life. Pleatco Cores are highly engineered,
incredibly strong molded ABS - not just
regular PVC pipe with holes drilled in it.

Pleatco End Caps

Pleatco end-caps are break resistant and are
highly resistant to chemicals. With ergonomic
handles and have an easily identifiable part
numbers our end caps make replacement easy.

Super-bond Bands

Pleatco break-resistant super-bond bands are sealed tight to
the filtration fabric with an incredibly strong unique bonding
process keeping the pleats sharp and separated for greater
flow, superior filtration and longer product life.

Reinforced Center Cores

Our meticulously engineered center cores allow
for increased dirt loading and high pressures
while providing ultra-solid protection for the
structural integrity of the cartridge.

Pleatco Smart Tracker

Pleatco Advanced Filtration Fabrics®

Pleatco’s Smart Track time stamping technology allows for lifelong product
identification, quality tracking and warranty accountability. No other filter
cartridge in the world offers this technology designed to provide true
customer support and a ‘real life’ feedback mechanism for us to keep
advancing the research and development of our filtration products.

Pleatco Advanced SPA is a uniformly bonded 3.2 oz media with the HIGHEST
FIBER COUNT per unit area over competitive fabrics. Reduced pore size
distribution offers rapid cleaning and superior dirt holding capacity delivering
lower pressures and higher flow rates for perfect cleaning results.

• A Pleatco Original - An industry first!

• Highest fiber count - Holds more dirt!
• Most advanced filtration technology in the industry

POINT BONDED FILTRATION FABRICS®
All PLEATCO ADVANCED Filter Cartridges center around exclusive and unique, uniformly bonded filtration
media driving super charged cleaning performance, vastly superior to anything that has come before.
At Pleatco we look well beyond standard filtration fabrics and engage the most advanced manufacturing technology, science
and engineering in the world necessary to develop and deliver a truly new industry-leading standard in filtration. Combined with
our FREE FLOW CORE® technology, Pleatco Advanced cartridges consistently deliver lower pressure and higher flow rates, uses less
energy, and provide greater repeat performance.

PLEATCO ADVANCED POOL
4 OZ point bonded
fitration fabric

PLEATCO ADVANCED SPA
3.2 oZ point bonded
filtration fabric

contains more fibers per unit area offering far greater
volume dirt holding capacity than other filtration
fabrics. With reduced pore size distribution the fabric
provides impressive turbidity reduction via unique
cross filtration flow, easily and efficiently capturing dirt
particles to achieve a deeper level of cleanliness and
clarity than ever before. Due to uniformly placed weld
spots, our unique Pleatco Point bonded fabrics are
strong and robust, and return to a high state of original
performance after cleaning, meaning greater usability,
longer cleaning cycles, and less service time.

is meticulously constructed with a high volume of
incredibly fine fiber strands providing better flow,
higher dirt holding capacity and longer performance
life OPTIMIZED FOR SPAS. Due to the finer fibers
and high-tech construction technique, this new fabric
has a larger cumulative wet surface area compared
to competitive trilobal products. Our new Spa fabric
allows the release of greater volumes of dirt allowing
spa owners to clean the new filters simply and effectively, resulting in better flow, less maintenance and
longer cycle times between cleaning.

ALSO AVAILABLE in
Pleatco Advanced
ANTIMICROBIAL
Point Bonded
FABRIC®

ENGINEERED for POOLS.

MORE FIBERS & GREATER DIRT HOLDING CAPACITY.
RETURNS to higher state of original
performance after cleaning!
*Compared to competitive trilobal products.

OPTIMIZED for spas.

HEAVY FABRIC WITH FINER FIBERS ProvideS
better flow, TRAPS MORE BODY OILS & DIRTS,
and GREATER JET PERFORMANCE.
*Compared to competitive trilobal products.

UNLIKE ANY OTHER BONDED FILTRATION FABRICS!

100% UNIQUE AND EXCLUSIVE TO PLEATCO.

A core decision.

GUY/GAL

Others
Precision Engineered

Old School

Nobody talks about cores. Why? Because all of our competitors use PVC pipe with holes drilled in them.
Take a few seconds and look inside any of our competitor’s cartridges and then look inside ours... you’ll see the difference
immediately. It’s obvious. Pleatco’s cores allow for the even flow of water through the entire cartridge which increases
filtration, uses all the Pleatco Advanced Point Bonded Filtration Fabric, and makes it easier for the pump to move water
through the entire cartridge. Pleatco’s Free Flow Cores® are designed to be efficient, robust and save energy.

Quality matters. Choose wisely.
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